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Here we are again. One week ago, Italy entered its so-called Phase 2: more than 4 million people went 

back to work, mobility increased, and some businesses organized takeaway services, as dine-in is not 

allowed yet.  

It is still not permitted to travel to other regions unless it is of the utmost necessity, and anybody with 

"symptoms of respiratory infection" and a temperature higher than 37.5°C must obviously remain at 

home.  

There was a hilarious confusion after Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte said Italians could visit their 

"congiunti", an archaic and very formal word that refers broadly to relatives, relations or kinsmen:  

Who are the “congiunti” exactly?! Why would we be allowed to meet a fourth-degree cousin but not our 

best friend who has been like a sister since 26 years ago?!  

The government then tried to clarify: “congiunti” should mean "relationships of steady affection": 

"spouses, cohabiting partners, partners of civil unions, people who are linked by a stable emotional 

bond, as well as relatives up to the sixth degree.” Visiting friends is not allowed.  

Deciding rules based only on consanguinity or legal arrangements seemed a little old-school to me, but I 

also understand that, once again, authorities were called to draw borders between what is allowed and 

what is not, and this was the way to do it.  

The issue is not even as crucial as it seemed at the beginning, since the overwhelming majority of us is 

behaving perfectly and still going out only for valid reasons.  

At the entrance of the supermarket, yesterday, there was no employer letting us in one by one: we were 

doing it spontaneously, waiting in line and going inside after we see a customer leaving.  

I finally saw my parents, we sat in the living room one meter apart then we went to grab a takeaway 

coffee: no big hugs and of course we were wearing masks, but it was a breath of fresh air.  

 

The contagion curve keeps going down. Yesterday we stayed below the psychological threshold of 1,000 

new cases, and even the victims are less and less.  

Nevertheless, we live under the constant – and completely right – threat to close everything again if we 

do not respect the rules or the infections go back to grow.  

It feels like “walking on the eggs”…But at least we are walking.  

 

Meantime, my interior album of the most intense quarantine images became richer. Yesterday it was a 

sunny Sunday, one of those Italian Sundays when the light plays with trees, streets, and buildings.  

It was also Mother’s Day.  

I was walking back home with grocery and I saw a long line in an unusual spot: there were tens of people 

waiting to get into the florist shop.  

In this disaster, there is Beauty everywhere, just search for it.  


